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Plan for excellence

I eague cont~rues state tour
B ~ J A NDICKINSON

classroom time may not be sacrificed for extracurricular activities (such as pep rallys); time for
extracuricular activities is limited on school nights
(such as athletic events and practice for such events);
fund raising is prohibited during the school day. "Each
school system is required to establish instructional
programs which teach the New Basics;'Teague said.
"The basics for instruction in grades K through eight
should be defined as reading, language arts,
From as far back as 1981, the National Commission on mathematics, science, social studies, computer literacy,
Excellence in Education reported that the quality of art, music, and physical eduation." Some of the other
public education in America is far below standards recommendations that the state legislature has followed
abroad. Even more attention was focused on public include funding for a kindergarten program for all fiveeducation when the federal government released its yearolds. Funding for the renovation of school facilities
report A Nation at Risk in April of 1983. Smce then, the is also on the legislative agenda.
,.
goal o£educators and parents alike has been to raise the
Other pressing issues that Teague addressed included
educational standards of the nations's schools.
remedial work tor students, a new system of teacher
SPeaking to a crowd of over 400 teachers and school pertormance evaluation, a review of the present teacher
administrators, school board members, and concerned tenure laws, and a discussion of the proposed 15 percent
parents, Teague explained that this year's tour is a pay hike for tenured teachers.
follow-up to the initial Plan For Excellence proposals
unveiled last year by the State Board of Education.
Jacksonville State professor Howard Johnson, head of
Sixteen public meetings were held statewide during the Geography Department and member of the Society
January and February of 1984 to let citizens know what of Alabama Geographers and Educators (SAGE), atthe plan entails. The meetings also gathered public tended the meeting in hopes of asking Teague about the
opinion and suggestions, which helped the board add to addition of geography to the curriculum requirements of
their existing reccommendations. A total of forty-six state high and junior high schools. Unfortunately, since
resolutions were adopted by the board that are now some of the audience's questions ranged horn air coneither in effect (in conjmction with state-1aws)or are dtioning to the teaching of 'creationism' in high school,
under proposal in the state legislature.
he decided to wait until a later time. "We felt that the
According to Teague, some of those resolutions that time wasn't right to discuss it," he said. Johnson did talk
are now being tollowed by public schools are a full 175- directly to Teague after the program ended, with
day school year is strictly enforced; with the exception positive results. "Although no action will result from our
ot leaving school for bonatide educational activities -discussion, plans were discussed to introduce a
(such as vocational training), students must remain in resolution to the state board that would require a unit of
geography for graduation", he added.
school for a full six hours of classroom instruction;
Cn an etfort to update the public on educational reform
m Alabama, State Superintendent Wayne Teague
presented the State Department of Education program
Plan For Excellence: Alabama's Public Schools Monday evening at the Anniston High School auditorium.
The state-wide tour of the program, which will run until
February 25, scheduled Anniston as the third of nineteen
stops around the state.

AM Stewart, second from left, was crowned Miss Mimosa 1985 by Lisa
Reaves (left), Miss Mimosa 1984. Runners up Gigi Payne, first alternate
(second from right) and Julie Hoffman, second alternate (right) looked on
as Miss Stewart received her crown, bowl, and roses.

Kamii defines autonomy

I ~ n Stewart
n
:

I
I

By GREG SPOON
Tuesday night Ann Stewart was crowned Miss Mimosa 1985. Miss
Stewart was chosen trom a field of thirteen candidates.
The Fore-Most barbershop quartet entertained the audience while the
excitement ot the crowning climaxed.
The runners-up were Gigi Payne, first (also Miss Congeniality) and Julie
Hottman, second.
h a Reaves, Miss Mimosa 1984 was on hand to crown Miss Stewart.
I
The three m n e r s will be featured in the forthcoming edition of the
school yearbook, Mimosa
Accordmg to Mimosa staff members, this year's audience was the most
warm and receptive in years.

I
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By DEBBIE GOGGANS
potential for autonomy.
Dr. Constance Kamii defined
Dr. Kamii also discussed the
autonomy as "being governed by outcomes of punishment and
oneself by takmg mto account all rewards. She stated that there are
relevant factors," when she spoke to three main outcomes of punishment.
the Northeast Alabama Association The first is calculation of risk. The
tor Young Chlldren ln the Merrill second is blind obedience which has
the two advantages of being
Building Lecture Hall Monday,
January 14.
psychologically safe and being
Dr. K m i is a noted author and respected. The third is revolt which
researcher who spoke to the group of is common in teenagers whose good
students, taculty members and local behavior suddenly changes. Dr.
teachers on the subject ot autonomy. Kamii also stated that while imShe clscussed the two aspects of plementing behavior modification,
autonomy which are moral the use of rewards is just as bad as
autonomy and mkllectual autonomy the use of<punishmentbecause then
and stated that reward and punish- the child is ruled by another person.
ment keep us low in autonomy, yet
With moral autonomy, Dr. Karnii
the exchangmg of polnts of view suggested that, instead of punishbullds autonomy. She also said that ment, it is best to use sanctions by
adults seldom ever reach thelr reciproctty? givhg a .reiatjonship

between the misbehavior of a child
and the trust in that child. Four
examples of sanctions by reciprocity
that she discussed were appeal to
the direct consequence of the act,
exclusion from the group, depriving
a child of the thing he misused, and
restitution.
Dr. Kamii talked about autonomy
as the aim of education. She said
that in school almost everything
students learn is just to pass one
examination alter another. The
result of thls, she said, is that college
students are unable to think
logically. Kamii feels that students
should be made to thqk critically
and logically in schools. She stated,
"I would like to see thinking children
(See KAMPI, Page 3)
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AT&T breakup still batted around
UCLA expects to save $15 million over the next 15
Years with its $19 million system, says John Terrell,
system manager.
But Larry Larson, University of New Mexico
telecommunications manager, claims UNM has cut
phone expenses by 50 percent since its December, 1983,
purchaseof a $6million state-of-the-art Nippon NEAX 22
system.
Monthly phone bills have decreased from nearly
$270,000 to about $107,000 a month, he says.
University of Missouri officials hope redesigning the
telecommunications systems at all four UM campuses
will save up to $10 million in 10 years.
Beginning with its Kansas City campus, UM officials
are developing long-distance and local service for
faculty, administrators and students, reports Coleman
Burton, UM's director of telecommunications.
"Another reason for the system is to get our act
together," Burton admits. "At Kansas City there are
eight different phone systems for three different
locations. With the new system, we hope to save $3
million to $5 million at KC alone in ten years.

By Susan Skorupa

In conjunction with the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
student newspaper, Dr. Theron Montgomery proclaimed January 19 as,
Freedom of the Campus Press Day. The day was established in 1983by the
National College Media Advisers Association to recognize free college
presses. Dr. Montgomery, left, signs the proclamation as Greg Spoon,
Editor-in-Chief of The Chanticleer looks on.

(CPS) -It's been a year now since a court order broke
up American Telephone and Telegraph's communications monopoly into one longdistance service
and seven regional carriers.
And it's been an unusual and occasionally rocky year
tor students as their c ampuses struggle to cope with the
changes by testing new phone syst&hs and sometimes
even becoming their own phone companies.
Moreover, a number of colleges "don't know what
they're doing," one consultant charges.
Other observers, moreover, don't see the situation
changing much in 1985.
For State University of New York at Binghamton
(SUNY-B) students, 1984 was a year of dead lines,
charges for extra services and higher phone rates.
"The university installed the system in good faith,"
says Marjorie Leffler, the student government
president. "They hoped to provide cheaper service than
the phone company.
It hasn't quite worked out on other campuses yet,
either.
The jury is still out on college-owned telephone
systems, says Michael Toner, presidernt of the
Association of College and University Telecommunicaions Administrators (ACXJYTA).
Some schools considering telecommunications
equipment purchases still are appraising the mistakes of
colleges that have already ventured to become their own
phone companies.
"Most (systems) have been in service for less than two
years," Toner notes. "Some schools that had the d d
Centrex (Bell-owned)system would have been better off
not to switch as Bell rate decreases have made some
alternate systems more expensive.
While most schools buy phone systems to save money,
expenses for new staff and equipment can mount up
quickly, he adds.
The University of CMcago's three-yearald system
cost nearly $15million to install, administrator Carol See
explains, while the university hopes to save only $10
million over the next five years.

-

(See PHONES, Page 3)
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Tuition could rise again
The AASCU is "making no
State college and university un- predictions," Walker cautions,"But
dergrads paid an average of six we're hoping the decrease will
percent more in tuition and fees this continue."
year, a two percent drop from last
Not likely, asserts William F.
year's increase, an American
Association of State Colleges and Massy, Stanford's vice president of
Universities (AASCU) survey has business and finance.
In a speech last week at a confound.
"Colleges and states are trying to terence ot higher education business
hold costs down so tuition and fees officers and managers a t the
are not increasing as fast, "Mary University of Arizona, Massy said he
Margaret Walker, AASCU's expects long-term college costs to
spokeswoman explains.
rise two to four percent over inBut a Stanford University expert flation rates as college enrollments
predicts students' cost will start decline, fixed costs increase and
colleges bend to pressures to
rising rapidly again soon.
Last year, students. at AASCU- inaugurate new programs.
member schools paid $3,090 in
The declining inflation rate of the
tultion and tees. 'Ihis fall, costs last few years brought down tuition
crept to $3290.
increase rates, Massy says, but
Non-resident students paid an
"intlation is as low as it will get for
average $4,522 last year, compared awhile. It won't go out of control, but
to $4,852 in 1984-85.
it will inch up."
In-state graduate fees rose from
And inflation-linked tuition rates
$946 to $1,032, not including room
have declined "as much as we'll see
and board. Non-resident costs for awhile," he adds.
climbed from $2,037 to $2,260.
"As the number of students
The group notes the rate of increase is lower for member schools declines, total costs decline," he
explains. "But tixed costs are a big
than for other public institutions.
The survey credits the economic percentage of the total, and when it's
recovery and higher state education spread over a smaller number of
allocations tor slowing tuition in- units, it drives the cost up."
Massy predicts "upward pressure
creases.
Overall college costs, however, on tuition in both public and private
are increasing, Walker says, colleges," and a trend toward in"because room and board is going creased merit-based financial aid as
schools compete for students.
up faster than it has been."

Despite anticipated savings, many campuses still are
tinding a few bugs and some resentment - in their
systems.
University of Tennessee dorm residents charge the
number of available AT T lines has been cut to force
users onto the university-owned Infonet system.
Students at other schools complain of high rates, poor
longdistance conncetions and unprofessional maintenance, but "the issue is here to stay," predicts Phillip
Beidelman, president of Western Telecommunications
Consultants, Inc. "It's goodand bad news both ways, not
an open and shut case.
Schools which have purchase their own equipment
seem to be learning to run the systems and to solve
problems that arise, he notes.
"We anticipated problems during the cutover to the
new system." UCLS's Terrell remembers. "One minor
problem occurred, but users didn't even notice because
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NEWSBRIEFS

CAMPUS SOUTH AFRICA UPROAR HEIGHTENS
In the wake of Bishop Desmond Tutu's Nobel Peace Prize and the
ongomg Washington, D.C. protests of the Heagan administration's support
for South Atrica's segregationist policies, Yale, Texas, and Illinois trustees
are weighmg moves to sell stock in companies that do business in South
Mica.
Yale last week said it would no longer invest in three firms that weren't
complymg with the Sullivan Principles, a list of 14 civil rights the companies promised to respect.
U. ot 'l'exas system governors and Illinois' trustees spent last week
hstenmg to student and faculty delegates asking them to divest.
A Texas legislator also introduced a bill that would force all state
agencies, includmg colleges, to sell their shares in firms with South African
operations.
And a Mchigan State faculty group might soon ask MSU officials to
remove the name of major contributor Margaret McGoff from a canlpus
stage because of husband John McGoff's alleged attempts to buy U.S.
newspapers for the South Atrican government.
DUKE HALTS CHRISTIAN GROUP'S HALFFIME SHOW
Duke rescheduled Athletes in Action's halftime show a t its Nov. 14 home
basketball opener to atter the game because the basketball crowd came
"for a deferent purpose" than AIA's "proselytising objectives," Academic
Council Laairman Arie Lewin says.
AIA athletes normally spend halftime addressing crowds about their
religious experiences.
L.S.U. LIFTS BAN ON ABORTION ADS IN CAMPUS PUBLICATIONS
Saying they wanted to avoid the legal costs of the campus Daily
Reveille's first amendment suit, Louisiana State administrators last week
lifted thew month-old ban on abortion ads in the student paper.
STUDY SAYS COLORS CAN IMPROVE GRADES
Pambng classrooms in yellows and blues and replacing flourescent
lighbng with tull-spectrum lights helped improve grades and even I($ test
scores, says a study by Prof. Harry Wohlfarth of the U. of Alberta in
Canada.

Kamii

(Continued from Page 1)
who are convmced of what they a r e Dr. Jean Plaget a t the Umversity of
domg."
Geneva She is the author of Young
Children Reinvent Arithmetic. Dr.
Dr. Kamii received her Ph.D. Kamii is cllrrently teachmg a t the
trom the Umversity ot Mlchgan and Umveraty ot Alabama m Blr-

Army nursing offers rewards
The JSU Army ROTC Nursing
program is designed for student
nurses who would like an Army
officer's commission and assignment to the Army Nurse Corps. In
fact, the Army will guarantee their
commission in the Army Nurse
Corps upon graduation and passing
the state board examination. In few
other places c a n a college
sophomore be guaranteed employment a s a nurse upon
graduation.
Recently, the Army Nurse
Coordinator tor Third ROTC Region,
Major Donald Hennie visited JSU
and shared a tew comments with
students. "A malor advantage of
bemg a n Army Nurse is that you
ulll, as part ot the training system,
be rotated through many different

wards and receive practical experience in all of the differing
aspects of the nursing profession."
Civilian hospitals bequently hire
nurses to fill one specific vacancy,
and prospects for more well-rounded
experience, training, and advancement a r e limited. Further, an
Army nurse has the opportunity to
work in areas which extend beyond
patient care such , a s teaching,
computer programming, and
hospital administration. As an Army
nurse, you have the opportunity to
keep up with the latest techniques of
modern medicine through an outstanding
inservice
training
program, and the pay and benefits
package is certainly competitive
with civilian hospitals.
The nursing curriculum prepares

you to care tor patients and the
ROTC program augments the
technical training by preparing a
student for the challenge of
leadership." The most appealing
aspects of Army Nursing mentioned
by student nurses in Army RCYrC
a r e t h e financial benefits,
scholarship opportunities, 'job
security, leadership experience and
travel.
It you a r e a student nurse interested in learning more about the
Army RO'rC Nursing program or to
find out if you qualify, please stop by
Kowe Hall and speak with any
Mlitary Science Instructor. Applications for Two and Threeyear
Army HOTC Nursing Scholarships
are now being accepted.

Phones

(Continued From Page 2)
it's a highly poli~callyoriented expenditure. Pressure
our serwce was so lousy before.
"Umversities have to flnd and t r a n quality people," by vendors on g o v e r m g boards and universities
Bidelman conbnues. "They have to be able to offer becomes host~leand extremely competitive.
But a more obwous problem, especially to colleges
competitive ~alaries.
selhng dormtory phone serwce, is student abuse of longuw my clients don't make commitments, they fail and
&stance codes. TWOstudents face felony computer
there's nothing 1 can do about it,'' he adds. "They're
very aware of problems, but I can't say they all know traud charges tor calls of more than $200.
The Umversity of Oklahoma's slxdigit blllmg codes
what they're getting mto.
Schools must choose equipment, services, and options have tempted some students to charge long-&stance
based on such thmgs as the college's location, the type, calls to a s many as 30 dlfferent codes.
"Students like to try to find ways to beat the system."
age and cost of the current system, penalties for conversion, and the school's academc mission, Beidelman Wayne Olson, OU telecommumcations manager observes.
says
But OU ottlclals quickly caught the culprits, Olson
The biggest complicabons, he insists, are polltlcs an
says, and ulthheld thelr transcripts and admssion
competition
"Cost is approx~mately$1,000 per line," he says, "and approvals until the charges were p a d .

JSU BOOKSTORE
Conveniently located on 2nd floor TMB

Come in and see our
wide variety of merchandise

We're your complete
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Enrollment declines sneak to the forefront
(CPS) Since 1981, "we've scraped
and hunted and hoped" for students,
says the registrar of a major North
Carolina University, "and we kept
(enrollment) up. But now, it's
catching up tp us.
"It" is the long-anticipated,muchdreaded drop in the American
college student population.
While many small, four-year
liberal arts colleges have struggled
with declining enrollments in recent
years, this fall even two-year
colleges, long the fastest-growing
campuses in the country, have lost
nearly two percent of their students,
the National Association of Community and Junior Colleges reports
And big-name campuses like
Delaware, Penn State, St.
Bonaventure, Miami, Alabama,
Georgia Tech, Kentucky, Arkansas,
the entire University of Missouri
system, Marquette, New Mexico and
Arizona, among many others, also
are reporting enrollment declines
this autumn.

Gordon Foster of South Dakota's
Board of Regents. "This puzzles and
surprises us. We did not expect
this" at what has been a very
popular engineering school
Even if nationwide numbers
approach last year's, the downward
trend isexpected to accelerate. "We
think the enrollment trend k just
begwing, and will last into the mid1990's," says Vance Grant of the
NCES m Washington, D.C.
The reason is that there are
simply fewer high school-aged
people in the pipeline that usually
provides students for colleges.
l-his year, the number of hi&
school grads dropped six percent,
the National Association of allege
Registrars and Admissions Officers
says, to some 2-55million st~dents.
There'11be some 50*000fewer hi&
school grads next fall, and the total
wuld fall to about 2.3 W o n by
1992, the College Board predicts.

"There is a projected five percent
&cline each
in the college
"I thmk it may be the start of the bound population, and that is
decline nationwide," says Deborah drastic," says Dr. Glenn Carter,
Haynes assistant admissions Penn State's associate admissions
director at South Carolina, which dean.
"The first thing to go in a comhas four percent fewer students this
munity college," says James
year than last.
"This is certainly the beginning of Mahoney of the American
the expected drop," asserts Dr.C. Associabon of Community Colleges,
Doyle Bickers of West Georgia " is the part-time faculty. "
State.
"A dechmg enrollment can affect
"I Urink we're beginning to see the a school in any number of ways, but
effects of the predicted de&e,adds
I feel the impact will be felt across
Dr. James Kellerrnan of Fort Hays the board: it atfects everything
from the quality of the football team
State University in Kansas.
No me, of course, is sure. The to the existence of the school,"
National Center for Educational suggests Terry Maurer, Eastern
Statistics (NCES) won't be able to W a s h i n g t o n U n i v e r s i t y ' s
release f inumbers for nationwide spokesman.
Some New Mexico administrators
fall enrolllrnent until next spring,
and still predicts the student fear a long-term enrollment decline
population will remain near last could force them to tire 50 to 60
fall's record 12.3 million for the time faculty members, while Minnesota
and Michigan, among many other
being.
There are signs the numbers may states, are concocting plans to
be worse than expected, however. merge and close various academic
"The South Dakota School of programs to avoid expensive

East 12th Street (upstairs)
Anniston, Ala. 3620 1 236-3597
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But the number of high school
g a d s has been dropping for years,
from a high of three million in 1979,
and colleges have coped by
recruiting more "nontraditional,"
generally older students.
The difference this year is that
recruiting nontraditional students is
getting harder because of the impaved economy.

Community College Board
If they don't go to two-year
colleges, which are suffering their
worst enrollment drops in 20 years,
they don't transfer to four-year
colleges.

"'here are not as many transfer
students coming out of community
colleges because they don't have
students, either," points out Glenn
The difference this Year is that Allen of the University of Missouri at
recruiting nontraditional shdents 1s St. Louis.
getting harder because of the imMany administrators Profess
proved economy.
"College is not necwssarey for they're
Officials atat
better jobs in today's eCOllomy," Tennessee and South
says ~ a r r yStiles, the University of tribute their enrohent
new academic standards,
Tennessee's assistant dean of adwhlch cause some students to drop
mssions.
out, still others simply won't
people can come out of high acknowledge decreases for any
school and can get a job, then they reason.
don't go
yjchools hate to admit they're
adds Shrie
f i ~ f

Haskin Pounds of the University of
Georgia system.
"Education leaders hear stories
that their competition is doing
better,and they don't want to admit
they're not doing well," adds
William McNamara, spokesman for
the National Association of Independent ColIeges and Universities
(NAI~).

"They tear negative publicity,"
says South Dakota's Foster, "and if
a school is shown to be a nonp-osperous institution, it won't attract students.
But, inevitably, hope is springing
eternal. "The declines are supposed
to last into the mid-1990's," McNamara notes. "But the wonderful
thmg abut our world is that
predictions and surveys don't hold

NEED HELP IN ENGLISH ?
Whether a freshman or senior, the English

I
11

Tutorial Program can help you! Open M-F,
Bibb Graves Room 200. For more information.
call 435-9280, ext. 286.
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Anniston Museum cave construction i s underway
Want to experience the underground wonders of a cave? Now
you can and without traveling any
further than the Anniston Museum
of Natural History. The Alabama
Cave Exhibition begun in 1980, opens
to the public on Saturday, February
2, 1985.
In conjunction with the opening of
this exhibition area, the museum
will present "Underground Expressions."
This exhibition of
photos, lithographs, maps and slides
from caves across the U.S. will be on
display in the Museum's Changing
Exhibits Gallery, Thursday,
January 31st- Sunday, March 3rd.

with a ribbon cutting to officially
open The Alabama Cave. Speakers
discussing geology, the fun of caving
and more are schectuled from 12:W
noon - 3:W P.M. Children will have
an opportunity to experience
speleolynics and test their ability to
maneuver cave-like situations.
Alabama Grottos will also be on
hand to discuss allaspects of caving.

The Museum joins six other
museums across the country in
exhibiting an authentic man made
cave. The constant temperature of
57 degrees as well as water running
over formations and special lighting
effects help to create the feel of the
Many special events and featured real caving experience.
speakers have been scheduled for
The Project began in 1980, as
the opening on Saturday February
2nd. ,Festivities begin at 11:OO A.M. b h ~ e u m Chrator James mgler,
'

Workers prepare the artificial cave
traveled across the U.S. to actual
man-made caves. This research
was then combined with overall
design, layout of the electrical and
water system and the building of the
armature structure. Actual construction began with roll steel
shaped and covered with metal
lathe making the skeletal structure
which was then covered with paper
mache. Next, unite (a mixture of
concrete and sand) was sprayed

The Ann iston M Useu m o f Nat u r a 1 History
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Announcements
a very earnest journalist who guid
the audience through Fellini's
of fools" as peoplegather on a shi;,
forafuneralvoyagesothata
popular opera star can be buried at
All students and others seriously sea.
considering taking part in the
p r o g r a m o f s t u ~ i n ~ n g l a n d t h i s Mini course
summer are requested to get in
MlchwithDr.McMillanbyMonday,
OfferSStUdY
January 21. It is necessary to get an
estimate of the number of participants so that tickets can be orLooking for an interesting
&red.
Minimester course? If vou are.
--.
preregister for COR487 or LE4
''~n Examination of the Death
EsPY to pea
Penaltv in America" offered bv the
College of Criminal Justice.
Jan. 24
The course is open to all students.
For additional information contact Dr. Bohrn at Ext. 336 or in Room
M' Watt
expert
on the death penalty, Jr.,
will an
speak
on 137 Brewer Hall.
and answer questions about the
death penalty.
Competency exam

England
trip
deadlinenears
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Fraternity Spring ~ u s hwill be
held from January 22 until January

And The Ship Sails On,part of the
Special Film series in Anniston, will

be shown on January 19 and 20 at 24.
4:00 p.m. and January 22 at 7:15
Sign-wwillbegin on Januarv 21 at
pm. at the Plaza CinGs. Tpe film,. @ kc' office. kegistratim -times
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Frat rush
Jan. 22-24
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The English Competency Exam
will be given January 29 and 30 from
3 : ~30: in Room f28 Stone Center
and from 6:W7:30 D.m in Room 128.

Fellini film
to premiere

life such as bats, salamanders,
crickets, and pack rats.
The Anniston Museum of Natural
History is open Tuesday- Friday
from 9:W A.M. 5:W P.M., Saturdays 10:00 A.M. 5:W P.M. and
Sundays l:W - 5: 00 P.M. Admission
is $1.50 for adults, .75 for children 6
18 and free for children five and
under. For more information,
contact Pamela Love, public
relations coordinator at 2376766.
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Mr. Espy is a research associate
with the University of Alabama Law
School.
The speech will be held in Room
141 Br,ewer Hall at 7:00 p.m. on

onto the strucbure giving it the look
and feel of rock. Although a few of
the cave formations were taken
from molds in Alabama caves many
were fabricated using such interesting materials as perlite, <
Grapenuts, popcorn and drinking
straws. Formations such as the
travertine dome have been sculpted
and painted by staff artists.
The final process involved the
acquirement and fabrication of cave
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Greg S p o o n

Andy G o w a n s

information for
citizens, foreigners
A very important act was passed in 1966 giving every citizen in this
country the opportunity to inspect most government documents. What act
is it? The federal Freedom of InformationAct (FOIA).
The next logical question is, "What does the FOIA have to do with the
college press?" The answer is simplenot much ordinarily.

college Press Sewlce

Libel: No single definition
publication is not libelous, the trial ends and everyone

However, in some cases the judge lets the jury decide

he or she wants to know.

The everyday decisions made by our elected representatives often go
unnoticed. Thousands of files are available just for the asking.
Any person may request information by using the FOIA. This means that
we citizens and foreigners can use the Act. One does not have to tell the
agency why he or she is making the request.
If a journalist, author, or researcher needs the information, it may be
wise to name oneself to encourageprompt consideration of the request.'
The Act was not intended to be used as a personal reference service.

I€you have ever wondered about actions taken by any government office
or agency, just make a request for additional information.
Journalists use the FOLA to gain information because it is in the public
interest to disseminate information which. is'of newsworthy or historical
One ma)or objection to the FOIA is that its use has gotten out of control.

Reparts show that the biggest user of the FOIA is business. Each uses the

Act tolearn important information about its competitors.
The underworld is another user which gets most of its irdormation from

his profession, business or calling. The libel can touch an
individual in all three respects, but needs to harm him in

only one to have a case.
The most common libel cuts across all three of these
aspects of a person's life. During the past several years
we have been observing a trend in the law toward more
freedom to speak out on any kind of public affak. There
is no question that the danger of abuse esW, and undoubtedly, m e journaliSt.9 of any kind miam their
power. Yes misstatements of fade do r e d t in thr,
adoption of unwise policies or untruths can lead to firing
of capable public officials. Without question, the
newsman who wants to destroy a man has a good chance
of doing so and getting away with it.
From the beg@ning,the laws for libel have evolved in
the following conflicting interests: Interests of privacy
for the individual,the interest of the writer to communicate ideas to his readers and the interest of the
plblic for information. There are times when scales
seem tipped a g a h t the press. Yes, many times freedom
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College leadership i s important iob search asset
By KELLY WILLIAMS
In today's world of high unemployment, the most beautiful words
to jobhunting college students or
recent grads are, "1 have a job for
you."
Perhaps in applying tor a summer
or part-time job for the student or
THE JOB tor the grad, you are
overlooking an important item-your
extra-curricular activities.
Most applicants inadvertently
omit or do not stress sorority,
fraternity, club, sports, religious
activities or hobbies when writing a
resume or when being interviewed.
But a trained personnel manager
can quickly associate these activities with good job traits-early
life skills that make future good
workers.
Even a person of limited job experience can interpret the extracurricular activities in relation to
job requirements, giving the most
signiticant part the emphasis of
postion. The most directly related
phase of experience is the one most
nearly preparing you to do
something.
For example, if the part-time
supermarket checker had been a
traternity or sorority house
treasurer (involving handling or
accounting for money), upon
graduation an application for an
accounting position would want to
emphasize the treasurer's duties.

marketing. But hasn't that person
demonstrated vision, perseverance,
accuracy, the ability to work under
pressure, the willingness to be
cheerful and polite to customers,
and if observant-had a good
education in interpreting consumer
demand? Being an officer or a
member of these extra-curricular
activities can teach the same
qualities.
In a recent survey by Adrmmstrative Management Society
and reported in its magazine,
Management World, employers
chose mterpersonal and leadership
slnlls over work-related experience,
when asked what they most wanted
m a management candidate. Which
category do extra-curricular activities tall mto? Obviously interpersonal and leadership skills.
A survey was recently taken involving campus students and local
businesses on how extra-curricular
activities affect job opportunities.
All students involved in leadership
roles were in full agreement in their
answer to the question: "Would
tuture business opportunities open
up for you because of extracurricular activity?" Those polled
agreed and public relations are
important experiences gained from
club activities for officers and
members.
All students polled answered in the
atfirmative to the question: "Do
you think these leadership roles will
help you in later life?

Debbie Heaves, vice president of
Delta Zeta, said, "Leadership roles
help me become a more organized
person. "
i
Question: "When writing resumes
and during job interviews, do you
stress your college extracurricular
activities?'?-again all answered,
'"7
~es."
Steve Martin, past vice president
and present treasurer of SGA, said,
"I always project myself into
leadership roles."
Students not lnvolved in extracurricular activities agreed that
leadership roles in clubs have a
great ,deal of value in resume
writing and job opportunities.
Jennifer Da Parma, a new student
on campus, said, "Club activity
helps people mature and get along
with others, as well as giving
organizational qualities."
Seventy-five per cent of local
personnel managers polled answered that job applications require
listing of college extracurricular
activities. All of them agreed that
these activities are definitely
&scussed during an interview.
Anne Wigington of Sears, Roebuck
and Co., stated, "Our application
requires it and we always talk about
it in the interview."

experience are the most important.
In listing activities they think
represent the best leadership
qualities, honor societies, SGA, and
band and music were always in the
top three. The honor societies show
grades, the
SGA identifies
leadership roles, and music and
band prove the student's per-

severance.
Marlin
Gipson,
personnel
manager tor the Kendall Co., a
subsidiary of the Colgate Palmolive
Co., perhaps summed it up best,
"Extra-curricular activities show a
lot of drive, but 1 look at grades,
work experience, and a good interview ."

Goetz commended
By GREG SPOON
During the Christmas holiday break one of our students provided the
campus police with information which led to the arrests of two men for first
degree thett and one for buying stolen property.
Football team member, Chris Goetz, noticed two suspicious acting men
around a jeep near Salls Hall. When Goetz said something to the men, they
ran off. Fortunately, Chris had enough presence of mind to get the license
number and description ot the vehicle.
Mr. Goetz is to be commended for his awareness and the contribution he
was able to make. His single effort resulted in helping solve part of a case.
lt other students would pay attention to the little incidents on campus,
they too could help lower the crime rate. Students-and faculty-if you see
somethmg which appears to be unusual taking place, call the campus
police. Only through your cooperation can the crime on campus be
decreased.
Agam, thanks Chriqfor a job well done. The Chanticleer staff commends
you tor your mvolvement and assistance.

tree press is a must

By GREG SPOON
On January 19, 1983, the advisory council of College Media Advisers
created the first annual national Freedom of the Campus Press Day.
You may have held a job or extraThis year, on the same date, we will observe the day here at Jax State.
curricular activity that does not
The principal purpose of the day will "be to focus the thinking of college
appear to be related to work you
Rene Lupa, vice president of the'
In answer to the question, "How journalists on their heritage of freedom of the press and to focus the athope to do. The checker at the- %A, stated, "Even if it doesn't help lmpressive in a resume are the tention of the college community on the desirability of free campus and
supermarket (frat. treas.) may you directly, you learn things about leadership roles in extra-curricular student press."
have punched his way through yourself and others by just coming college activities?';all agree that it
The founders ot the Freedom of the Campus Press Day chose January 19
college to pay for a career in in contact with new people."
was lmpressive but grades and work because historically, the date falls on the birthday of Robert E. Lee who
became president of Washington University (later renamed Washington
and
Lee Universitv).
.
Lee suggested that learning to publish a newspaper was a worthy
educational goal of colleges and that courses for the development of
purnalists should be included in the curriculum.
Throughout its fifty years of publication, the student newspaper of this
By C. MAROLLAS
the court decision her husband died still connected to the institution has had an uncensored press. That tradition continues today.
While we students concentrate our attention and get
medical machinery.
Decisions concerning content, style, and publication rest with the editor
overly concerned with death only and only when it is
and editorial board (which includes the senior staff members). All
caused by nuclear warfare or by man or man-oriented
But that was not the end. According to last weeks responsibility for the finished product rests on the editor's shoulders.
disasters, and we proved that by passing cyanide pill
'ewsweek," a California appeals court announced its
The proclamation to observe National Freedom of the Campus Press
ordinances on campuses around the country, we pap:
-ision on the case proclaiming that "competent adult Day, made by President Theron E. Montgomery, ties in with the
very little attention to death as a result of naturpi
patients have a constitutional right to refuse medical celebration of the newspaper's fiftieth anniversary.
cawes, one of them being old age.
treatment even when they are faced with death.
The students of this institution are fortunate to have complete freedom to
Very few of us know the meaning of the word
It
was
the
proper
time
tor
a
decision
like
that.
In the publish what they consider important for the student body without pereuthanasia and even fewer know what is this about. So
words ot Voluntary Euthanasia Society, "The right to secution from the administration. On January 19, let us all reflect on our
what is euthanasia? As explained by the Oxford English die
is logically a part of the right to live. If there is no campus newspaper heritage and look to the future for continued freedom.
Dictionary, it is a "quiet and easy death."
right
to end one's life, then it is not a right to live but our
The term also takes on some contradictory meanings mescapable
obligation.
in common usuage. In a negative perspective euthanasia
Waurine Clemons, administrative
assistant at the Albertville National
Bank, said, "We like to know what
the applicant's interests are."

-~

~

Euthanasia remains unanswered

can be defined as "letting the individual die by
withholding treatment." By changing the objectives, one
can get a differnet effect each time. We can'call it indirect, passive, active or voluntary, but on the final line
euthanasion can basically be defined as the act of
bririging about the death of a person in order to prevent
his suffering.
The morality involved in the exercise of euthanasia is
another matter. The public familiarized itself with the
question was dying a slow suffering death asked the
doctors at this hospital in California to turn off his
respirator and let him die a peaceful death. The doctors,
.as in all the cases, refused. Later in a ' "60 Mbutes"
presentation of the case, he glanced up with his eyes at
the question asking if he preferred to live, but he indcated he couldn't bear the treatment any longer.
'l%e bar'tlmg case didn't turn out to be tne usual
euthanasia case. Mrs. Barlting took the case to the
courts later last year. In the meantime, while waiting for

The individuals in such a predicament have the fundamental rlght of complete self determination, yes even
to the extent of resorting to euthanasia, and the legal
considerations needed to turned in favor of euthanasia
long ago. Believe it or not, by the Natansou vs IUine case
when the judges declared that each man is the master of
hls own body, and he can prohibit the performance of life
saving surgery or any newer practised. We can discuss
euthanasia trom a moral, religious, medical, political,
historical, cultural and psychological perspective. There
are as many different approaches as there are participant in such a debate.
But at the bottom line, euthanasia "is not an act of
hlling; it is allowing to relieve one suffered from an
mcurable disease without suffering, and there is a
profound moral difference between allowing a patient to
&e of his disease in comfort and taking measures to end
his life," and don't forget it.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Kingdom becomes magical age,thirty
Disneyland has gone through a
facelift since its opening day. Today
there are 55 rides and attractions
atter starting out with only 18.
Twelve of the originals still stand
but there have been quite a few
replacements and additions. The
newest addition is The New Fantasyland which opened in May of
1983. "American Journeys" offers a
look a t American Culture and
lifestyles, and a beautiful depiction
of a western nation rarely experienced is found in "Wonders of
Chlna.

By MARTHA RITCH
Sunny beaches, Hollywood, and
Disneyland a r e three pictures
sparked in the mind when California
is mentioned. As Walt Disney's
imaginative creation reaches its 30
year anniversary, it is a good time to
take a close look at how the park
became a "Magical Kingdom,"
popular the world over, for the
young and old rather than a simple
playground for children.
Planrung stages for thls' vast
tourist attraction began in the mmd
of Walt Disney some 20 years before
openmg day, July 17, 1955. He
wanted to bulld a place where the
whole family, k o m chlld all the way
to grandparent, could
enjoy together. It was first planned
to be connected to his studios m
Burbank. However, his dream
quickly outgrew the property and
the Saniord Research Institute was
instructed to tind a bigger and more
ideal locaQon. They decided on an
orange grove south of Los Angeles m
Anahelm tor the home of Mckey
Mouse, Donald Duck and all the
other much loved Disney creatures.
Atter risking a large bundle of his
fortune and dealing with operater
predctions of too little ride capacity
and sky high maintenance cost,
Disney was able to open his Magic
Kingdom to 28,154 guests with 90
million viewers tuned in on national
television. Hosting the ABCTV
special presentation were three
familiar faces: Art Linkletter, Bob
C'umrmngs, and Ronald Reagan.
Not only was the park an immediate
entertainment
and
economic success for Orange County
but also for the entire country.
Tourists, athletes, entertainers and
other distmguished visitors from all
over the ;vorid came to see the
sights. .

In the 30th year of operation and
with the attendance reaching 250
million, Disneyland will use the
number 30 a s a guideline for giving
away prizes. Every 30th guest
entering the gate will receive tree
passports used towards park attractions, stutfed animals and other
items. A General Motors car goes to
every 30,00Oth, 300,000th and
3,000,000th visitor with a predicted
400 automobiles to be given out by
the end of the year. Neediess to say,
the grand prize will be given to the
250 millionth visitor who should
arrive sometime in the spring of
1985.
+'

!
Pluto, Mickey and Minnie Mouse, Goofy and Donald Duck celebrate Disneyland's 30th.

1955 the Disneyhnd Band was led by Vesey Walker. It was originally scheduled to perform
for only two weeks.
....

Small birthday parties d l be
celebratmg throughout the park all
year. A parade wlll march every
day and the New Mam Street
Electrical Parade wdl make a come
back. Then on July 17 of this year,
the big party wlll really roll. For 30
non-stop hours, top entertamers,
parties and surprises wdl celebrate
only one of the gifts Walt Disney
gave to the world 30 years ago. The
Olympics may have been Cahfornia's big draw in 1984, but
Disneyland is brmglng thousands
back m 1985.

the Disneyland Band continues with great success and talent. The 1985 edition is led by
Dave Warble.
.. . _ . . "
- .

.
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The entertainment search continues
By MARTHA RITCH
Most questions and complaints directed toward the SGA are along the
h e s of concerts and speakers. Last semester there were three concerts, a
speech by author Lewis Grizzard, and the Budweiser Comedy Shop tour
featuring comedians George Miller, Richard Lewis, and Franklin Ajaye.
A two element plan is in the making for this semester starting with a big
name entertamer sometime in either late February or March. In consideration are BILLY OCEAN, CHARLIE DANIELS, JOAN JE'IT, BIG
COUNTRY with GENERAL PUBLIC, and CHEAP TRICK. However,
there are a tew other possibilities being batted around.
According to a student survey sponsored by SGA vice president Renee
Lupa, entertainers coming out on top were the POINTER SISTERS,
JEFFERSON STARSHIP, and CHARLIE DANIELS. As Lupa explains,
"Most ot the bands went out of our range, with the exception of C%arlie
Daniels."
The final decision on whom and when depends on when an offer is set and
agreed on. "We make an offer and it is turned down because this isn't a
recognized market like Atlanta or Birmingham," adds Lupa. She is confident that something will be worked out soon. A big set-back and disappointment was the injury to Dennis DeYoung after deciding on him for the
main concert for the semester. At first, Lupa was skeptical of the truth to
that story, but apparently he really hurt his back and there was nothing left
to do but go back to the drawing board.
As tor the spring concert, Lupa hopes to work out a free "Spring
Festival" made up of a variety of four or five groups ranging from rock to
country to jazz. It plans work as expected, an amateur hour will also be
mcluded with local bands having the chance to perform and perhaps even
compete.
Ln order to find out more of What's going on," Lupa has recently joined
the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CAMPUS ACTIWES, an
organizahon which will provide the SGA with needed information about
entertainers, agencies and other market ideas. In fact, Lupa will be attending a convention in L3icago February, 19-24. This should give her
helpful inionnation and serve 5s a guideline for this spring.
In the meanbme, and until the concerts are straightened out, there W
be somethmg to look forward to. Scheduled for January 24 is John Fabjance, a comic magician who, as Lupa states, "is super creative."

Miss Jax State
SGA OFFICE
Tuesday, January 22

Sailor

Split The Dark

Miss Friendly
4th FLOOR TMB
(Run off)Thursday, January 24
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Reviews
Toto falls
There seems to be more con-

in isolation

tensive social welfare legislation
By MARTHA RITCH
TOT0 is back with ISOLATION,
their first album attempt since
running away with awards for TOTO
N. The group has made a minor
change and adjustment could be the
excuse for the different approach
and sound.
Since the group is a combination of
some of the finest studio musicians
m the world, they have never captured a distinctive sound to call their
own. This is an attribute more than
a downfall for any group, as they can
claim a wider range of listener
appeal. For TOTO there has always
been a certain quality to all their
endeavors which sets them miles
above most groups.

By ANDY COGCANS

support the government. "The
antidemocratic features of the

out in too many directions this time.

(See REVIEWS,Page 12)

"Boyfriend!'
romances on
Valentine's Day
By Martha Ritch
Valentine's Day has always been a
tune for romance and sweethearts.
The drama department is going on
that angle by opening their
production of THE BOYFRIEND on
February 14. The musical , comedy
love story is set back in the Jazz
Age, the time of flappers, bobs, and
Charleston-type dancing.
With Carlton Ward, department
head, directing the lighting and
scenery and Douglas Stetz adding
hs collection of costumes, the set
promises to be an attraction of its
own. Also part of the scenery will be
elaborate art peices and designs by
Marvin Shaw, assistant professor of
art, along with Ward and the
students themselves.
Starring as major characters are
Amanda Bynum as Polly Brown;
Sharon Wallace as Madame
Dubonnett; Greg Coleman a s
Percival Brown; and Eric Traynor
as Tony. In principal roles are
Kristie Brown as Masie; Kim
Correll as Dulice; Tara Bennett as
Hortense; and Ross Perry as Bobby
Van Husen. Other actors include
.Nancy Mann as Darleen; Alice
Turner as Nancy; Lisa Waugh as
Fay; Sandy Estes as Clarice; Cathi
Slgmon as Penny; Douglas Toman
as Lord Brockhurst; Paige Lindsey
as Lady Brockhurst ; Barry Sams as
Marcel; Clay Warrnbrod as Pierre;
Keith Bragg as Alphonse; Calvin
Moore as Andre; Jeff McKerley as
Jean; Randy Fair as Louis; and
Thomas Devine as the waiter.
THE BOYFRIEND will be performed February 1419 at 8 p.m. with
the exception of the 17th when there
wiU be a 2 p.m. matinee. All shows
will be at the Ernest Stolle Per.
forming Arts Center.
Tickets are $5 for adults, $4 for
JSU faculty and staff and also for
Fort McCellan personnel, and $3 for
students and senior citizens. For
futher ticket information and
reservations, call the JSU box o£€ice
at 4S9838.

STARTS JANUARY 18th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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bureaucracy to turn from president the problem was solved
authoritarian monarchy to con- temporarily and unconstitutionally

Reviews
(Cmtinued from Page 10)

own novels.
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Fads are definitely here to stay
though the glass balls were replaced little dab would do yaw some men
with h a r d plastic ones, they started loading their hair with hair
remained extremely dangerous. oil and allowing it to grow a little
Because of the danger, clackers longer. Thus the "duck tail"
quickly lost their popularity. But for developed. After a while, all of this
a few months practically every child must have gotten too bothersome
in America wanted a pair.
and men started looking for a more
Under the category of toys would natural look. This resulted in yards
also fall the big craze of 1983, of hair on every young man who
Cabbage Patch Dolls. Who could could get away with it.
ever know how these ugly little dolls
Recently hair styles have been
with the distorted faces ever grew to
adapted so that they a r e suitable on
such heights of popularity, but either male or female. One of these
children, a s well a s adults, have
found them so appealing that prices is the "punk hair cut."Of course this
style is really lrendy only when the
and demand for these dolls have
hair is dyed green or purple.
both increased.
This year's craze, Trivial Pursuit,
Currently there is a trend in hair
could also be considered a fad. More styles that is reminiscent of the duck
of these games were sold the first tail of the 1950s only without the hair
few months that it was on the oil. This "dangling ducktail" that
market than Monopoly games sold many students don is, in essence,
the first year or so. This fad is , in a leaving a twig of hair in back a few
way, unique to others because it mches longer than the rest. To make
makes you think and allows you to this twig more noticeable, it is
learn. Though similar to its cousin, sometimes dyed a different color
Scrabble, it has caught on in a way &om the rest of the hair.
that Scrabble never has. Hopefully
Fads could not be mentioned lest
this one will continue in popularity
for several more years so that more those wonderful blue jeans be also.
people will consider learning a joy Be they cutfed, bell bottomed, or
baggy, they have been the uniforrn
rather than a chore.
ot the day as long as most of us can
Hair styles have always set remember.
trends. Women have worn their hair
teased so that it added three or four
Whether fads a r e good or bad, no
inches to their height. Followed by one is certain, yet they do give us
this was long straight hair, and then something to identify with. They
ail of a sudden everyone wanted to ailow us to be a part of the group of '
look like Farah Faucett !
our choice and also help to identify
us a s part of that group. Although
Men's hair styles have also been not all of us a r e brave enough or
considered stylish throughout time. even care to dye our hair purple or
At one time a crew cut was the only have the stomach to swallow live
way a respectable man would wear goldtish, we cannot deny that fads
hs hair. But then even though "a are part of our culture.

By Debbie Goggans
Throughout the ages certain
movements have caught on and
have made an impression on the
public a s a whole. No one knows why
some have been successful and
others haven't, but fads have always
been and probably will always be
part of our society.
Many times tads have been just
crazy, such a s in the 1950's when
students tried to see how many
people could fit into a phone b o t h or
see how many live goldfish a person
could swallow. These fads,
especially the latter seem
distasteful to us now, but college
students all over the country were
engaging in these activities.
Another oddity that became a fad
was the Pet Hock. It would seem
that people could find better ways to
spend their money, but they
probably spent millions of dollars on
those little rocks with painted on
sniles and glued on eyes because if
you were "with it" at that particular
time, you owned a Pet Hock.
Toys have been an area that has
seen its share ot tads. 'mat big round
piece of tube-shaped plastic called
the Hoola Hoop had people swinging
their hips to the point of exhaustion
trying to keep it around their waists
in the mid-fifties. Everyone from
tots to beauty queens to grandmothers were twisting away.
Another toy that became a fad was
"clackers.
Probably half the
children m the country had bruised
arms trom trying to hold the center
on the string and make the two glass
balls "clack" into each other. Even

Presidency is three years away

Barker Elected Vice President of ACJS
Dr. 'Shomas Barker, dean of the
Jacksonville State University
College ot Criminal Justice, has
been elected second vice president
ot the prestigious Academy of
Lhmmal Justice Sciences, the top
national organization for criminal
jusbce protessionals and educators.

"I think it IS a credit to JSU and
the support given to the College ot
Lhrnmal Justice here," Barker s a d
upon learnmg ot his selecbon. "The
administrahon a t JSU has been very
supporhve ot my ettorts withm the
national associabon."
As second vice president, Barker

policeman assigned to the tactical
unit and the Ensley precinct from
1965 - 71, received his Bachelor of
Arts degree in sociology from
Samtord University in 1971, his
master's m sociology with a concentrahon in criminology in 1974 and
the Ph.L). in sociology and

"I think it is a credit to JSU and the support given to the
College of Criminal Justice h e r e "
The 2000-member professional
associabon serves as a national
torum tor criminal justice issues.
Dr. Barker, who was notified of his
election J a n u a r y 10 by ACJS
President Dr. Dorothy Bracy, will
automatically advance to the ACJS
presidency m three years.
Barker is only the second
Southerner to hold such a position
ulthm the Academy. He is also the
current president ot the Southern
Association ot Criminal Justice
Educators.

wlll work &th the national president
in preparing budgets for t h e
organization and carrymg on other
leadership tunchons. He will take
ottice m March a t a national
meetmg m Las Vegas.
The author ot 10 professional
articles, 7 book sections, and one
textbook, Barker has served a s dean
at JSU smce 1977. He IS currently
writmg a second textbook, "Police
Occupabonal Deviance : Corruphon
and fisconduct," which will be used
withm the crlmmal justice program
at JSU.
Barker, a tormer Birmingham

cr~mnologyboth trom M~ssissippi
State in 1976.
He ISregarded a s an authority on
terrorism and an expert on police
problems. Barker !s also a court
certitied expert urltness m police
organizabon and management.
Barker has served a s assistant
protessor ot crlrninal justice and
sociology and coordmator of the
criminal Justice program a t
Valdosta State College and a s
associate protessor and dlrector of
the corrections program a t
fisslssippi State University.

-

Dr. Barker

-
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CDCS schedule for

The relationship
between bars and
pickup trucks is
obvious
-

-

s p r i n g semester

By Steve Connell
Surely you have spotted students driving pickup trucks on campus. If
you only knew what human oddity was behind the steering wheel of that
pickup truck, you would get the heck out of the way.
Experienced pickuptruck drivers a r e always on a first name basis with
their insurance agent because they have wrecked a few. An inexperienced
pickuptruck driver is a person who is about to wreck one.
Plckuptrucks are always pointed in one direction: trouble. The minute a
person gets into a pickuptruck he wants one thing: beer. A pickup-truck is
basically a bar with an engine attached. Neither one rarely runs out of
g
beer.
An important difference between bars and pickup-trucks is their
suspension systems. Bars a r e usually seated firmly on the ground by a
concrete toundation. The susoension of a pickup-truck is much more
sophisticated. The front su&nsion is fuliy independent and the rear
suspension is an axle attached to someone else'sbumper while they try and
pull the pickup-truck out of a ditch.
Another important difference between cars and pickup-trucks is their
weight distribution: all weight forward and none in the back. This
t
engineering mahncting can be easily corrected though. ~ o s pickuptrick driv&sopt for thecase ratio solution. The more cases of beer in the
bed of a pickup-truck, the more equal weight distribution is.
Pickup-truck engines fall into three categories. There is a six cylinder
engne; the similarity to a six pack of beer, is that it's just isn't enough.
Then there is the eight cylinder engine; it still isn't enough, but it sure runs
Mom and Dad's Shell credit card up. Finally there is a four cylinder driven
by students who think Van Halen is a country group because they sing
" H a ~ o vTrails.' '
"

Dekalb Co. Schools, GA
JCPenny Co.

Thursaday, January31

Flowers Industry

Friday, Feb ruary 1
Monday, February 4

K-Mart Corp.

Gen Business Market Manage

University of AL Grad School

Any Business Major

Tuesday, February 5

State of AL Highway Dept
State of AL Highway Dept.
State of AL Highway Dept
LAGRANCE City School
Eckerd Drug Co.
Rockdale County SC~OOIS
FBI Afternoon only
FBI Morning only
Spartan Food CO.

Wednesday, February 6
Thursday, February 7

II

1. A treshman ran mto the road.
2. A treshman ran mto the road.
3. A treshman ran mto the road.

All education majors
MarketingiManagement

WEDNESDAY, january 23
WEDNESDAY, January 23

Thursday, February 7
Tuesday, February 12
Thursday, February 21
Thursday,February21
Friday, February 22
Friday,February22
Wednesday, February 27
Thursday, February 28
Frrddy Mart h

Walker County Schools
Electronic Data Systems

lurhday, March 5

All Education Majors
,Len Business Manage
~ 1 Education
1
Maiors
Any major,with 3 yrs full time
work exP / ~ c c o u n t i n ~ .
Any major
All Education Maiors

CTE Automatrc Electrrc

Accounting

Milliken & Com
South Centrdl Bell
Xerox Corp.

Humanities, Chem, Bus

Wedn~5day March 6

Mrllrken & Co

F r ~ d ~Marc
~y, h 8

Southt~ustBank

Computer Sci
Any major

4.1 was stopped at a stop sign, but I had to start up again real fast and run
mv ~ickuo-trucklnto the h t c h when this treshman ran into the road."

There a r e usually four-forward gears in a pickup-truck. First gear is
used to incur instant whiplash. Second gear is used mostly around campus.
It has a top speed of around 10 mph and that's a s fast as you'll get traveling
to class. Third and fourth a r e useless in Jacksonville due to the roads and
police. There is also a reverse gear which is good for getting more stuck in
&tches.
Because pickuptrucks get stuck in ditches so often, four wheel drive has
become a very popular option. The four wheel drive feature is operated by
a lever that fails to put the truck into 4WD or by a lever that fails to take it
out. It is better to leave it stuck in 4WD around Jacksonville so the potholes
and ditches can be negotiated better.
Here are the most common explanations-given to the Jacksonville Police
buy students who have put their pickuptrucks into a ditch or your car:
1. A freshman ran into the road.
2. A freshman ran into the road.
3. A freshman ran into the road.
4. 1was stopped at a stop sign, but I had to start up again real fast and
run mv oickuo-truck
into the &tch when this freshman ran into the road.
.
v

I

Two Sandwiches
for the price of one
with this coupon

s

ACTION TV
& APPLIANCE
N o w You don't Have T o Drive TO
Anniston T o G e t your Favorite Video Movies.
We've G o t A Large Selection Of
The Newest & Hottest Videos On T h e Market.

Every Week For

Cloak & Dagger

EX-

1 22 85

Lmlt a cmpon per prson per vlslt

FREE
Medium Pepsi

With Sandwich
Purchase
2 2 85
trpm5

Llmlt one coupon per person

I

1

I

JSU Monthly Calendar
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY

..1

Dorms Ooen t o
Student.
Basketball:
10 a.m.
Athens S t . ,
Away, 7:30
Faculty Returns,
Reqistration (for
Advisement
those not ureBeoins
registered.)
F l r s t Meal S e r v e d ,
Student Dietetics,
"Opper
lunch
Home Ec. D e p t .

,

1
1
; 7

Delta S i v a Theta,
S o r o r l t v Fan. Rowan

Basketball:
I
UT-Mart~n.
ho~e,7:30
! C l a s s e s Commence
L a t e Reg. f e e c h a r g e d
' ~ a s dt a y t o f i l e f o r
Sprlnq, '85 grad.
Lambda Alpha E p s i l o n ,
Sm 1 4 1 , B r e w e r ,
6:30 p.m.

I

i1
I

-

Alpha P h l Omega,
Wesley House, 6 : 3 1

-

20

B

-

D e l t a slqma T h e t a .
~ o r o r i t vRm, Rowan

F a c u l t y D i n i n g RooA
e v e r y Tuesday from
11:30
L a d i e s o f Omega,
B a s e m e n t , Rowan,
7:00 P . m .

Computer S c i e n c e C l u b ,
Rm 324 BG, 4 : 3 0

R e q i s t r a t i o n open
u n t i l 5:00 p.m.

Administrators,

1

Rm 2191

m 1 4 1 , Brewer.
6:30 p.m.

Gallus,
7 2.m.

7:30
'Lambda Aloha E o s l l o n .
/ m 141, Brewer,
I
6:30 u.m.

-

'

1

Ladies of m e s a ,
B a s e m e n t , Rowan,
7:00 0 . m .

23

Basketball:
W. Ga. , home,
7:30 p.m.

24

L - --

The

$3.75 f o r f a c u l t y

1I
I
I

I

I

-

I

25

gasketball:
Delta St. r
a w a y , 7: 30

26

r e g u l a r m e a l s servec:
a t J a c k Hopper
Dining H a l l .

m

follows:

Ladles of Omega,
B a s e m e n t , Rowan,
7:00 D . m .

Com?uter S c l e n C e Clbb,
m 3 2 4 , BG, 4:30

N o r t h e a s t A l a . ASSOC.
f o r Younq C h i l d r e n ,
RwB, pm
.
3 3 9 , 2:15 > . a .
Alpha Phi Oveoa,
w e c l e f k n u s e , 6.39

I

Hours a r e a s

Scabbard L Blade,
Rowe H a l l , 1:3:
A l n h a P h i Omeqa,
Wesley House, 6:00

Basketball:

1 ~ g;;;Fge,
;

i

,
Basement,
7 : 0 0 p.m.

Rowan.

Archaeology c l u b
?m 329, Brewer,
8 : 0 0 p.m.

Complled by U n l v e r s l t y News B u r e a u , E x t .

i

1:30.

also invited t o

22

Lambda Aloha Epsilon.
m 141. B r e w e r .
6:30 0.m.
Basketball:
MISS.
College,
away, 7 : 3 0

~asketball:
Delta S t a t e .

-

b u f f e t is only

JSU e m p l o y e e s a r e

Scabbard 6 Blade.
Rowe H a l l , 4:30
Mathematics Club,
Fm 308, M a r t i n ,
4 D.I.

h _ .s o c . o f P e r s o n n e l
p , h l n l s t r a t o r s , ~hn2 1 0 .
M e r r l l l B u l l d l n q , 7:30

/

Basketball:
Valdosta,
home. 7 :30

Alpha P h i Cmega,
Wesley House,
6:00 p.m.

27

I

L a s t day f o r
registration c
addition of
courses

and s t a f f .

~ m c .s o c . o f p e r s o n n e l

I
I O rpd ea rn noefl l PHr eaaldl a,

A luncheon b u f f e t

1s o f f e r e d i n t h e

Alpha ~ h Gmeqa,
l
Wesley Mouse, 6:00

i 21

1

-

Basketball:
UNA, home,
7 : 3 0 p.m.

Scabbard 6 Blade,
Roue H a l l , 4:30

/! Lanbda
home,, 7:30
Alpha E p s i l o n ,
'

SPECIALS AVAILABLE:
Reqistration (for
those not prereqistered.)

1
8
I

~asketball:

1

FACULTY 6 STAFF

BRUWAST:
6:45-9:30

a.m.

L m :
11:OO

-

2:30

p.m.

DINNER:
4:00

-

6 : 3 0 p.m.

468

C a l e n d a r d e s i g n p r o v i d e d by SAGA F o o d s .

-
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Competency Exam
will be given on
January 29 and 30

813 S. Pelham Rd.

from 3:30 to 4:30

Jacksonville,AL 36265

435-5202
p

l

l
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l

l
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I
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3 toppings of your choice with a 15" pizza

2 toppings of your choice with a 13" pizza

in Room 128

1
I

One coupon per party per visit. Please present coupon when ordering.
Not valid in combination with any other offer.

Stone Center

1

Expiration date Jan.31,1985

--------

Wake up to a hot, hearty breakfast at Jack's.
S e m d daily until 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. on Sunday.
I

-

-

WHOLE IDTTA BREAKFAST!

SAUSAGE BISCUITS

.lacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pel1 City
-

I

,

------

please present coupon when orderlng One Coupon Per Person
per vlslt Not val~dwlth any other coupon Or specla1 order

Please present coupon when orderlng One coupon per person
per VISI~. Not val~dwlth any other coupon or spec~alorder

-

-
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et in shape through intramural
By KIM GARRJS
Sprmg is just around the corner with summer right
behlnd. Everyone will want to get in shape so why not
start now through the Intramural program. The spring
calendar 1s tull of great ways to get in shape acd have
fun. Get some friends together and compete.

Shooting - 'l'hurs., Jan. 17, Mon., Jan. 21; Table Tennis
Doubles - Thurs., Jan. 17, Wed., Jan. 23; Racquetball
Doubles - Thurs., Jan. 24, Wed., Jan. 30; Badminton
Singles, Doubles, Mixed Doubles - Thurs., Jan. 28, Tues.,
Mar. 5; Softball - Thurs., Mar. 7, Tues., Mar. 19; TennisSingles, Doubles, Mixed Doubles - Thur., Mar. 28, Tues.,
Apr. 2; Co-Recreational Volleyball - Thur., Mar. 28,
The schedule of events for Spring of '85 is as follows: Wed., Apr. 3; Horseshoes - Thur., Apr. 4, TBA; Golf
(deadlme tor entry date precedes date play begins in Team, Individual - Thur., Apr. 4, TBA.
For more mtormation contact Mark Jones, InBasketball - Mon., Jan. 14, Wed., Jan. 16; Free Throw Wamurals, Ext. 3 1 .

-

-

urrent standings for the Fraternity All-Sports Trophy:
2nd Place

3rd Place

Pi Kappa Phi 4 0 points Alpaha Tau Omega 3 4 points Kappa Alpha 3 2 points

Delta Chi 3 0 points

Steve Camp
Sports Editor

5th Place

6th Place

Kappa Sigma 2 2 points

Alpha Phi Alpha 12 points

7th Place
Sigma NU 8 points

Catch
I GamecockBasketball
tonight at 7:30 PMC

I

v

Meal Plans At Discount Rates!

7

I
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Warren

Guvton

way with the visitors. Robert
Guyton slammed in the first bucket even at 6747 mth just under four
and -the Gamecocks put on a mnutes remammg.
blistering press in taking an early
seven-point lead.
The score stood at 74-73 with 38
seconds remaining to be played
But Valdosta hung tough and when Valdosta came up with the ball
battled back to knot the score n a a turnover. Coqch James
mdway through the opening half. D o m e e set his offense, but the
' h e Blazers then forced Jackson- Blazers would not get off another
vllle to play catch-up as they built a shot as Pat Williams came up with
five-points cushion of their own.
the big steal.
Jax State did battle back and
gamed a slim single-point, 39-38, at
But the visitors were given one
intermission.
last chance as Robert Guyton failed
to connect on the tront end of a oneHalftime seemed to last a bit and-one from the treethrow line. As
longer than usual as neither team Valdosta hurried toward the front
was able to put the ball in the hoop court with eight seconds remaining,
until nearly the seventeen-minute Melvln Allen came up with a
mark.
slashing game-saving steal. He was
Again the Gamecocks went up by fouled in the process and his two
swen only to see Valdosta State made shots trom the charity stripe
fight back and gain a lead of their salted the game away with two ticks
of the clock remaining.
own.

JSU Photo

I

With the score 65-59 in the Blazers'
favor with under seven minutes to
play, the Jacksonville crowd sensed
the dire situation of the home team.
"It was a situation that we
definitely aren't used to Ming in,"
said Melvin Allen. "Luckily we
were able to come through it."

Melvin Allen and Robert Guyton each netted 23 points a g b t themjans.

Troy

(Continued From Page 17)
carry
an eleverrpoint cushion in at
blitzed Troy State in the opening
m u t e s . The Trojans led the con- the half, but a technical foul gave the
test only once, thatbemg at 2 4 in the Trojans two ireethrows which cut
openmg m u t e of play.
the lead to nma at the break.
Troy Med mounting a comeback
Jax State rode a wave of crowd
enthusiasm as they dashed out to a early m the final half as guard Chris
18-6 lead early. Troy used two quick Fontenot hit on 5 of 6 jumpers for ten
tuneouts in an attempt to break the @ck points.
But Fontenot fouled out of the
momentum, but nothing could stop
Jacksonvde.
contest with over ten minutes
The Gamecocks had a chance to remaining and Troy State had lost

it s spark. Garrett, single-handedly
tried to keep his teamclose, but to no
avail.
The Gamecoclcs applied their
press for the majority of the second
half and were able to coast to the 13point final margin.
The win ran Jacksonville State's
curent streak to 1%consecutive
nctories, only five short of the
conference record.

#

And come through it the
Gamecocks did as they went back to
their bread and butter, the fullcourt
trapping press.
Forcing the Blazers into a string of
turmvers, Jacksonville State pulled

WELCOME
1982 Mtller Brew~ngCompany Milwaukee WI

I

i

The victory pushed the 10thranked Gamecocks to 11-1 on the
season, 5-0 in the Gulf South Conference.
James Dominee's Blazers slipped
to 2-3 in the conference and 5-8
overall.
In other games involving Gulf
South teams, Delta State remained
nmbeaten in the conference by
topping Livingston 56-53, North
Alabama edged Mississippi College
50-49, and U.T.-Martin took Cumberland College 69-55.
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